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ABSTRACT

Architects and designers exist within the matrix of artificial
intelligence and animate tools, therefore we are faced with the task of
examining what it means to ‘humanize’ architecture and foster a tangible
and intangible interaction with the spaces we inhabit. The poetics of
architecture is now interpreted through the degree of engagement with
technological advancements.
As an architectural element, the ubiquitous column exists within the
substrate of floor and ceiling. In designing an animate column while
retaining structural integrity, an opportunity is created for dialogic
feedback between the user and the built environment, thereby activating
different spatial condtions.
The generation of an animate column within the framework of a modernist
architectural configuration, engages surface. Surface scoring, seaming
and patterning bridges the divide between planar and volumetric
geometries and in essence- “The properties of a building’s surface are
not merely superficial; they construct the spatial effects by which
architecture communicates. Through its surfaces a building declares both
its autonomy and its participation in its surroundings.”1
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Projecting beyond the moment of the column allows the designer to
utilize the animate condition of the column to develop capacity for
enclosure. In considering the system of columns and surfaces there is
“chaotic fulfillment of rigid patterns”2, as in any living system.

1 Leatherbarrow & Mostafavi, Surface Architecture
2 Stafford Beer, SAM, Cybernetic Serendipity
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“My whole theory about art is the disparity that exists between form,
masses and movement.”
Alexander Calder
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DICHOTOMY
OPEN & CLOSE

Movement is an essential condition of the human
body, we are built to move. We are inherently
drawn towards experiences which involve movement
or imply rhythm- music, dance, athletics. In an
era primed towards artificial intelligence and
humanizing inanimate objects, as Architects we
are faced with the task of examining what it
means to ‘humanize” the built environment.
The solution lies within the realm of Kinetic
Architecture, where parts of the structure are
designed to move, without reducing overall
structural integrity. Conditions influencing the
environment of the built structure, can affect
change in the structure which in turn moderates
the environment. This interdependent loop
introduces the idea of Responsive Architecture.
Movement in essence involves the ‘open’ and
‘close’, a dichotomy of sorts, with curated
moments inbetween that help order the environment
of which the structure is a part.
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RANDOMNESS

MOMENT BETWEEN RIGIDITY & CHAOS

In designing of motion, there is a certain level
of uncertainity that requires to be built into
the design, a redundancy and contingency that
needs to be programmed.
There is a duality here of the rigid and of the
chaotic and what exists between the two is what
will drive and inform the design and design
process.
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BETWEEN
THE LINES
OPTICS OF KINETICS

Printmaking is expressive in its process and
editoning. It’s as much of a science as it is an
art, there are subtleties in mark making on the
copperplate, in the way the artist’s movement is
recorded on the plate, in the way acid etches the
metal and becomes a receptacle for the ink and in the
way time marks the surface.
With painstaking editioning, the mark making reveals
it’s truth.
The truth of time and change. Therefore, the truth of
designing kinetics.
This visual record of motion lead to the question
of optical kinetics, or moire patterning, where
interference patterns work cohesively and chaotically
to produce the illusion of movement. Interetsingly,
this interference pattern can manifest in the form of
waves in physics.
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INTERACTION DESIGN

RELATIVE MOTION OF USER AND STRUCTURE

There exists subtle ways in which a user may
choose to engage with a particular element,
structure or system.
One such experience is the relative motion of
the user with respect to the structure and vice
versa. This produces optical kinetics, which is
dependent on the user characteristics over the
programmable design aspects of the system in
question.
Here different methods and moments are
illustrated. They are largely inspired by the
works of the kinetic artist and sculptor- Jesus
Rafael Soto whose work is predominantly concerned
with abstraction and a graphic system that
is intended to “codify a reality rather than
represent it.”
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ANALOG AND DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION
DATA IN DESIGN

Poetry of the built form shows that architecture
inherently speaks its own language, so how does
the user communicate with the built form and
engender a response? To quote the Mathematician
and Philosopher Norbert Weiner “Society can only
be understood through a study of the messages
and the communication facilities which belong to
it”3. In other words, there is embedded data in
everything that surrounds us, which we can tap
into through using appropriate sensors.
Hence, the divide between the user and the built
form is bridged through either analog or digital
means. This is essentially a sensor – interpreter
– actuator relationship which when embedded in
architecture, can facilitate ‘communication’
between the user and the built form.
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The most common sensors output data in terms of
either an Analog Pulse Width Modulation signal or
a Sine Wave signal, which can be represented in
digital space through appropriate computational
software. As designers, we can use this data as
the basis to drive parametric design, and in real
time visualize this constant flow of data, thereby
establishing a link between the real world and
digital space.

3 Norbert Weiner, Cybernetic Serendipity
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Data is mostly never periodic, it is multilayered, messy and constantly changing. Theorist
Stafford Beer, eloquently addresses this in the
description of his creation of the Stochastic
Analogue Machine SAM. Where he speaks of
generating a rigid pattern by a random series of
events or “chaotic fulfilment of rigid patterns”2.
He examines the idea of what lies between
rigidity and chaos.
Using real world data to help inform the design
process leads to a form generation of sorts, the
missing link now is translating this back into
the real world. Actuators are components that
are responsible for moving and controlling a
mechanism or system, they can be programmed by
the same platform used to interpret data.
As Architects, we are concerned with finding
an appropriate representational means for the
data which is continuous and driving a kinetic
structure. Audio visual representation, image
compositing and key framing helps keep track of
change within a periodic framework.
21
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z=v
x=cos u
y=sin u

z=v
x=sin v *cos u
y=sin u

z=cosv
x=sin v *cos u
y=sin v *sin u/2

z=cosv
x=sin v *cos u
y=sin v *sin 3u

SINE WALL

EXPLORATION OF SINUSOIDAL FORMS

The prevelance of sine waves in the natural world
is based on the idea that there are no pure sine
waves in nature, instead “they are a mathematical
construct that help us understand more complex
phenomena”.
“A computer can be used to demonstrate the motion
of particles in a complicated force field, a fact
of interest in cases where the mathematics is
intractable.”4
It is also important to realise that in natural
systems, it is diffcult to say that there is a
pure periodic motion or pure periodic wave, there
is almost always a degree of chaos.
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4 Norbert Weiner, Cybernetic Serendipity
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COLUMN WALL

ROW OF COLUMNS AS AN OPEN & DISCONTINUED WALL

In Mies’ architecture, the “interplay of
column and wall eventually ended with the
total dissolution of the wall” & “realization
of column as a formative theme in planimetric
organization”5.
The idea of a row of columns being an open or
discontinued wall helped to progress towards
viewing the column as the basic unit in terms of
animating the built environment.
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5 Hartoonian, ACSA paper
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SURFACE
ARCHITECTURE
COLUMN THAT GROWS FROM SURFACE

In considering the column, it became apparent
that through Mies’ logic there exists a
relationship between the column and wall, this
could be extended to the idea of column and
surface, where the floor and ceiling may act as a
substrate from which the column could descend or
ascend, based on the geometry.
Surface patterning, surface scoring and surface
seaming result in transition from planimatric to
volumetric geometries. The descent is in relation
to the patterning of the surface.
Work done by the University of Tokyo, professor
- Yoshinobu Miyamoto was used as a baseline from
which parametric, computational and animation
tools drove the design of the surface based
column.
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MIESIAN SUBSTRATE

ANIMATE COLUMN AND SUBSTRATE SYSTEM

The published plans and sections of the New
National Gallery in Berlin are in stark
contrast to the minimalist aesthetic of the
open floor gallery, that appears to merge into
the surrounding context of the Post- War Berlin
site. In addition to this the “dislocation of
the column from the corner to the middle of
the enclosing planes challenges the expected
correspondence between form and structure”6.
These stressors provided the required stimulus
to drive the paramteric and computational tools
to produce the substrate from which the columns
could be harvested. The relative position of the
columns with respect to each other and the grid
lead to the creation of four ‘vaccuum nodes’ and
ten radial center points. The mirroring of the
subtrate is a subsequent result of the lateral
symmetry of the Miesian grid.
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6 Hartoonian, ACSA paper

The animate columns that sprung from the
nodes, echo Mies’ “thoughts on the fragility
of architecture and the impermanence of it’s
meaning.”7 This method of designing motion
involves both parametric movement and kinetic
movement. The interplay of natural and manmade
landscapes in the design provokes new ways of
experiencing spatial conditions that is itself
fleeting and changing.
The ‘column’ is considered in it’s most
elemental form, as a protrusion or growth from
a hsorizontal plane or surface. The system of
columns and surfaces work together to display
or exhibit motion, thereby producing a “chaotic
fulfillment of rigid patterns”2 as in any living
system. This system is self-sustaining in which
the volumes, surfaces and matter redistribute,
without ever dissipating from zor leaving the
system.
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7 Jarzombek, Assemblage No.2
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CONCLUSION

This thesis developed into an exercise of
controlling, orcestrating and representing
movement of one of the most elemental components
that make up the vocabulary of modernist
arhitecture, in particular, Miesian architecture.
The Miesian grid helped in developing the
substrate from which the shape shifting column
evolved and grew. Pushing back against the rigid
geometry was productive in the way stimuli shape
the evolution and growth of organic systems. The
surface in constant flux pushes and pulls within
itself while producing the column over different
moments of time and condition.
The direction in which I hope to take my thesis
is one where there is a deeper understanding of
the underpinings of the motion of this system
with respect to it’s structural stability.
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Furthermore, it would prove to be fruitful to
look into the human- column interaction, on both
physical and psychological levels, and embed this
within the folds of motion design of the animate
column.
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